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It was a life-changing, sometimes emotionally shattering trip, one I think every American should take August
Lynn Stegner is the author of five works of fiction, including the novel Because a Fire Was in My Head and
the story collection For All the Obvious Reasons. Any series course F, G, etc. For more information, visit the
Stanford Creative Writing Program. Registration Students must register each quarter; there is no automatic
enrollment. TK: Writing a first draft varies greatly from writer to writer. It seemed natural. I know this
pressure is probably paralyzing to some, but it helped me to become a more efficient writer. Beginning where
I had ended the story made it much more powerful. Through joining Maya and Chris on their adventures,
you'll develop your abilities to communicate in writing-from punctuation and style to argument-increasing the
power of your language in the classroom and beyond. Creative Nonfiction Another English , or  If so, how
does that experience shape your storytelling? Finally, in Montgomery, Alabama, the National Memorial for
Peace and Justice honors the estimated 4, African Americans lynched in the United States between and ; the
nearby Legacy Museum puts what you see at the memorial into historical context. That sentiment is at the core
of my essay. Felix Jr. SA: To be honest, that feels more like a question for the agent and editor. As creative
writers, we're responsible for conveying the truth: whether that's the truth of your lived experience, as in
nonfiction writing, or the truth of human emotion, which is so important to get right in fiction, whether you're
writing literary or fantasy. Even more important, I needed to talk to people who would help me find that
outâ€”Big Sur locals who had grown up on this coast and could tell me how it had changed and how it had
stayed the same. Have you always wanted to write a book? They get control the minute you sell the book. One
day was long enough! Or was it something that emerged and felt right as you were discovering the story? So I
hired an excellent editor, Dawn Raffel. To prevent me from writing yet another full draft and losing yet more
years, my agent and I agreed that I would now write a section at a time and deliver it to her.


